Appendix A
Hands-on Experiments in GEZEL

A.1 Overview of the GEZEL Tools

GEZEL is a set of open-source tools for hardware/software codesign. The GEZEL website is at http://rijndael.ece.vt.edu/gezel2. This website distributes source code, pre-compiled versions (for Ubuntu), examples, and an online manual with installation instructions.

Figure A.1 shows an overview of the GEZEL tools. GEZEL is constructed as a C++ library with several components: a parser for the GEZEL language, a cycle-accurate simulation kernel, a VHDL code-generator, an interface to four different instruction-set simulators, and an interface to user-defined simulator extensions. The GEZEL tools are created on top of the GEZEL library. The examples throughout the book make use of these tools.

• fdlsim is the stand-alone cycle-accurate simulator. It uses the parser component, the cycle-accurate simulation kernel, and optional user-defined simulator extensions.
• gplatform is the co-simulator. It uses all of the components of fdlsim, in addition to several instruction-set simulators.
• fdlvhdl is the code-generator. It uses the parser component, the code-generator, and optional user-defined code-generation extensions.

For the reader interested in simulation tools, it is useful to study the user-defined simulation extension interface. This interface supports the creation of new ipblock types. All of the cosimulation environments were generated using this model.
A.2 Installing the GEZEL Tools

In this section, we briefly review the installation procedure for GEZEL. There are two different methods: installing pre-compiled packages, and recompiling from scratch. Installation of pre-compiled packages is the preferred method, in particular in a classroom environment. For example, the author has relied on the use of a Ubuntu Virtual Machine in his class, so that all students in the class can install a cosimulation environment on their own machine.

A.2.1 Installation on a Ubuntu System

Ubuntu uses the Debian packaging system. This provides an easy installation procedure. GEZEL is distributed as six packages. In the following package names, the dist suffix should be replaced with the name of the Ubuntu distribution. For example, on Ubuntu Precise (12.04), you would use gezel-base-precise.

- gezel-base-dist provides basic GEZEL capabilities, including simulation, cosimulation and code generation.
• **gezel-sources-dist** provides GEZEL source code modules, which you need if you want to recompile GEZEL from source.
• **gezel-debug-dist** provides a compiled version of the GEZEL tools with full debug info. This package is useful for GEZEL debugging purposes.
• **gezel-simulavr-dist** is a version of simulavr with GEZEL cosimulation interfaces. You need this package if you want to do AVR-based cosimulations.
• **gezel-simitarm-dist** is a version of Simit-ARM with GEZEL cosimulation interfaces. You need this package if you want to do ARM-based cosimulation.
• **gezel-examples-dist** contains demonstration examples of GEZEL, including many of the examples described in this book.

GEZEL packages are stored in a repository, a web server that provides easy access to the distribution. The URL of the GEZEL repository is [http://rijndael.ece.vt.edu/gezel2repo](http://rijndael.ece.vt.edu/gezel2repo). Installation of GEZEL packages now proceeds through four steps.

1. Configure the packaging system on your Ubuntu machine to read the GEZEL repository. The easiest way is to add the following line to the file `/etc/apt/sources.list`:
   ```
   deb http://rijndael.ece.vt.edu/gezel2repo precise main
   ```
   This line includes the name of the Ubuntu release. If you are working on Ubuntu Lucid (10.04), for example, you have to replace ‘precise’ with ‘lucid’. Also, you need superuser privileges to edit the file `/etc/apt/sources.list`. Use `sudo vi /etc/apt/sources.list`.

2. Add the author’s public key to your system. This will enable you to verify the authenticity of the packages. Adding a public key will require superuser privileges as well.
   ```
   sudo apt-key adv --keyserver pgp.mit.edu --recv-keys 092EF91B
   ```

3. Refresh the directory of available packages
   ```
   sudo apt-get update
   ```

4. Decide what GEZEL packages to install and proceed. For example, to install `gezel-base-precise` you would use
   ```
   sudo apt-get install gezel-base-precise
   ```
   Once you have configured the packaging system to recognize the GEZEL repository, you can easily remove and add packages with additional `apt-get` commands. Furthermore, if GEZEL is upgraded, you will automatically be notified by the Ubuntu system that an upgrade is available. The current version (Summer 2012) of GEZEL is 2.5.13. There are approximately two new releases of GEZEL per year.
The installation directory of the GEZEL tools is `/opt/gezel`. This directory is not included in the standard `PATH` of a Ubuntu system. To run, for example, `fdlsim` on the file `aes.fdl`, you should use the full path as follows.

```
/opt/gezel/bin/fdlsim aes.fdl 100
```

Alternately, you can adjust your path to include the GEZEL directory by default. This allows you to use just the GEZEL executable name in a command line.

```
export PATH=$PATH:/opt/gezel/bin
fdlsim aes.fdl 100
```

### A.2.2 Installation of Cross-Compiler Tools

The instruction-set simulators in GEZEL need a cross-compiler to generate binaries for simulation. Depending on the cores you wish to use, you need to install one of the following compiler toolchains.

- **Simit-ARM** uses an `arm-linux-gcc` compiler. The repository for GEZEL includes such a compiler (package `arm-linux-gcc`). Executables for Simit-ARM need to be created with the `-static` flag.
  ```
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \
  -o myprogram \
  myprogram.c
  ```

- **Dalton 8051** uses the Small Devices C Compiler (package `sdcc`). `sdcc` is included in the ‘universe’ part of the Ubuntu Debian repository. Executables for the 8051 Dalton simulator are created as ihx files.
  ```
  sdcc myprogram.c
  ```

- **SimulAVR** uses the `avr-gcc` compiler (package `gcc-avr`). Additional packages include `binutils-avr` and `avr-libc`. `gcc-avr` is included in the ‘universe’ part of the Ubuntu Debian repository. Executables for SimulAVR are created as ELF files:
  ```
  avr-gcc -mmcu=atmega128 myprog.c -o myproc
  ```

### A.2.3 Compiling GEZEL from Source Code on a 32-bit System

Compiling GEZEL from source requires multiple compilation steps, and it requires additional packages on your system. The following steps illustrate compilation on a clean Ubuntu Precise (12.04) system.
Start by downloading the gezel-sources-precise package. You can either follow the package configuration steps above, or else directly download the package from the repository. Direct installation of a Debian package can be done with the `dpkg` command.

```
sudo dpkg -i gezel-sources-precise_2.5.13_i386.deb
```

To compile all source, you need to install several additional packages: `autoconf`, `libtool`, `g++`, `bison`, `texinfo`, `flex`, `libgmp3-dev`, `binutils-dev`. Use the following command.

```
sudo apt-get install autoconf libtool g++ bison flex texinfo libgmp3-dev binutils-dev
```

### A.2.3.1 Compiling the Stand-Alone Simulation Tool `fdlsim`

Extract the source code of the gezel simulation tools (`gplatform`, `fdlsim`)

```
tar zxfv /opt/gezel-sources/gezel-sim.tgz
```

```
cd gezel-sim
```

```
./bootstrap
```

To compile the stand-alone simulator, and install it in `gezel-sim/build`, use the following command:

```
./configure --enable-standalone
make install
```

### A.2.3.2 Compiling the Instruction-Set Simulator Simit-ARM

Before you can compile the GEZEL cosimulator, you will need to compile the instruction-set simulators you would like to use. The Dalton 8051 and Picoblaze ISS are integrated at source-code level. The Simit-ARM and simulavr simulators, however, are integrated at the library level. Compile Simit-ARM as follows. First, extract the source code of the instruction-set simulator.

```
tar zxfv /opt/gezel-sources/simit-arm-sfu.tgz
```
To compile simit-arm-sfu, and install it in /opt/simit-arm-sfu, use the following command. Note the use of the pre-processor directive CPPFLAGS, which is needed to enable cosimulation stubs in simit-arm.

```
cd simit-arm-sfu
./configure CPPFLAGS='-DCOSIM_STUB' \ 
   CXXFLAGS='-fpermissive' \ 
   --prefix=/opt/simit-arm-sfu
make
sudo make install
```

A.2.3.3  Compiling the Instruction-Set Simulator simulavr

First, extract the source code of the instruction-set simulator.

```
tar zxfv /opt/gezel-sources/simulavr.tgz
cd simulavr
./bootstrap
```

To compile simulavr, and install it in /opt/simulavr, use the following command.

```
./configure --prefix=/opt/simulavr
make
sudo make install
```

A.2.3.4  Compiling the Cosimulation Tool gplatform

To compile the cosimulator, and install it in gezel-sim/build, first install gezel-simitarm-dist and gezel-simulavr-dist, or compile them from source as indicated above. Then, use the following command:

```
./configure --enable-gplatform \ 
   --enable-simitarm --enable-simitsfu \ 
   --with-simit=/opt/simit-arm-sfu \ 
   --with-simulavr=/opt/simulavr
make install
```

A.2.3.5  Compiling the Code Generation Tool fdlvhd

Extract the source code of the gezel code generation tools (fdlvhd, igc)
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```
tar zxfv /opt/gezel-sources/gezel-cg.tgz
cd gezel-cg
./bootstrap
```

To compile the code generation tools, and install them in gezel-cg/build, use the following command:

```
./configure --enable-vhdl \ 
--enable-igc \ 
--with-gezel=/opt/gezel
make install
```

A.2.4 Compiling GEZEL from Source Code on a 64-bit System

The compilation for a 64-bit platform is largely identical to the compilation for a 32-bit platform. This section only explains the steps needed for 64-bit compilation.

The main difference between the 32-bit and 64-bit version of GEZEL is that the Simit-ARM instruction-set simulator is not available as part of the cosimulation.

To compile a 32-bit (standalone) version of Simit-ARM, first install multilib support for g++:

```
sudo apt-get install g++-multilib
```

A.2.4.1 Compiling the Instruction-Set Simulator Simitarm (on 64-bit Platform)

Extract the source code of the instruction-set simulator.

```
tar zxfv /opt/gezel-sources/simit-arm-sfu.tgz
```

To compile simit-arm-sfu, and install it in /opt/simit-arm-sfu, use the following command. Note the use of the pre-processor directive, which selects a 32-bit compile.

```
cd simit-arm-sfu
./configure CPPFLAGS=-m32 LDFLAGS=-m32 --prefix=/opt/simit-arm-sfu
make
sudo make install
```
A.2.4.2 Compiling the Cosimulation Tool gplatform (on 64-bit Platform)

To compile the cosimulator, and install it in `gezel-sim/build`, first install `gezel-simulavr`, or compile it from source as indicated above. Then, use the following command:

```
./configure --enable-gplatform \
    --with-simulavr=/opt/simulavr
make install
```

A.3 Running the Examples

The package `gezel-examples-dist` includes many examples from the book. Their source code can be found on `/opt/gezel-examples/bookex`. The examples are ready-to-run, assuming a complete GEZEL installation is available. This section briefly describes how to compile and run the examples.

A.3.1 Examples from FSMD Chapter

The `C05_FSMD` directory includes two subdirectories: `gcd` and `median`. The `gcd` directory contains the source code of a Greatest Common Divisor Algorithm in several Hardware Description Languages. The `median` directory includes three versions of the Median computation example: a version in C, a fully parallel hardware version, and a sequentialized hardware version. The following sequence of commands demonstrates their execution.

- Reference implementation in C.
  ```
  > make median
  gcc -o median median.c
  > ./median
  The median of 4, 56, 2, 10, 32 is 10
  ```

- Fully parallel version in GEZEL.
  ```
  > make sim1
  /opt/gezel/bin/fdlsim m1.fdl 1
  The median is 10
  ```

- Sequential version in GEZEL.
  ```
  > make sim2
  /opt/gezel/bin/fdlsim m2.fdl 200
  12 a1 1234/1234 q1 0
  ```
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A.3.2 Examples from Microprogrammed Architectures

Chapter

The C06_MICRO directory includes three examples: an implementation of the Hypothetical Microprogrammed Machine (HMM) in GEZEL, the Bresenham Algorithm written for an 8051 microcontroller, and the Bresenham Algorithm written for an 8051-based microprogrammed machine. The following sequence of commands demonstrates their execution.

• Hypothetical Microprogrammed Machine

    > make
    cpp -P hmm.fdl | /opt/gezel/bin/fdlsim 200
    0 IO 1 0 14 14
    1 IO 1 0 32 32
    2 IO 0 0 87 14
    3 IO 0 0 87 14
    4 IO 0 0 87 14
    5 IO 0 0 87 14
    6 IO 0 0 87 14
    7 IO 0 0 87 14
    8 IO 0 0 87 14
    9 IO 0 0 87 14
    ...

• Bresenham Algorithm on an 8051 Microcontroller

    > make
    sdcc bresen.c
    > make sim
• Bresenham Algorithm on an 8051-based Microprogrammed Machine

> make
sdcc bresen.c
> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform bresen.fdl
i8051system: loading executable [bresen.ihx]
0 x 0/0 y 0/0 e 0/0 x2 0/0 y2 0/0 e2 0/0 xs 0/0 ...
0xFF 0xD7 0xFF 0xFF
0 x 0/0 y 0/0 e 0/0 x2 0/0 y2 0/0 e2 0/0 xs 0/0 ...
0x80 0xD7 0xFF 0xFF
80 x 0/0 y 0/0 e 0/0 x2 0/0 y2 0/0 e2 0/0 xs 0/0 ...
80 x 0/0 y 0/0 e 0/0 x2 0/0 y2 0/0 e2 0/0 xs 0/0 ...
0x00 0xD7 0xFF 0xFF
0 x 0/0 y 0/0 e 0/0 x2 0/0 y2 0/0 e2 0/0 xs 0/0 ...
0x00 0x17 0xFF 0xFF
...

A.3.3 Examples from System on Chip Chapter

The C08_SOC directory includes two examples. The first, pingpong, illustrates a pingpong buffer communication scheme between an 8051 and hardware. The second, uart, shows simple UART analyzer (written in GEZEL), attached to an AVR microcontroller. The following sequence of commands demonstrates their execution.

• Ping Pong buffer in 8051

> make
sdcc ramrw.c
> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform -c 50000 pingpong.fdl
i8051system: loading executable [ramrw.ihx]
0x00 0x00 0xFF 0xFF
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0x01 0x00 0xFF 0xFF
28984 ram radr 0/1 data 40
28985 ram radr 1/2 data 3f
28986 ram radr 2/3 data 3e
28987 ram radr 3/4 data 3d
28988 ram radr 4/5 data 3c
0x00 0x01 0xFF 0xFF
38464 ram radr 20/21 data df
38465 ram radr 21/22 data de
38466 ram radr 22/23 data dd
38467 ram radr 23/24 data dc
38468 ram radr 24/25 data db
0x01 0x00 0xFF 0xFF
47944 ram radr 0/1 data 80
47945 ram radr 1/2 data 7f
47946 ram radr 2/3 data 7e
47947 ram radr 3/4 data 7d
47948 ram radr 4/5 data 7c
Total Cycles: 50000

• AVR UART Analyzer

> make
avr-gcc -mmcu=atmega128 avruart.c -o avruart.elf
> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform -c 8000 uart.fdl
atm128core: Load program avruart.elf
atm128core: Set clock frequency 8 MHz
@237: ->1
@361: ->0
@569: ->1
@1401: ->0
@1609: ->1
@1817: ->0
@2233: ->1
@2649: ->0
@2857: ->1
@3689: ->0
@3897: ->1
@4105: ->0
@4521: ->1
Total Cycles: 8000
A.3.4 Examples from Microprocessor Interfaces Chapter

The C11_ITF directory includes two examples. The first, \texttt{gcd}, demonstrates a memory-mapped GCD algorithm. The second, \texttt{endianess}, demonstrates four different implementations of an Endianess conversion module. The four implementations are a software implementation, a memory-mapped coprocessor, and two different ASIP implementations. The following sequence of commands demonstrates their execution.

- Memory-mapped Greatest Common Divisor

  
  ```
  > make
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \gcddrive.c \-o gcddrive
  > make sim
  gplatform gcdmm.fdl
core my_arm
armsystem: loading executable [gcddrive]
armsystemsink: set address 2147483652
armsystemsink: set address 2147483660
gcd(80,12) = 4
gcd(80,13) = 1
Total Cycles: 14764
  ```

- Endianness Conversion: all software design

  ```
  > make
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -O3 \-static \-o endian.elf \endian.c cycle.s
  > make sim
  /opt/gezel/bin/gplatform endian.fdl
core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [endian.elf]
4K conversions take 53786 cycles
   Per conversion: 13 cycles
Total Cycles: 70035
  ```

- Endianness Conversion: memory-mapped coprocessor design

  ```
  > make
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -O3 \-static \-o endian.elf \endian.c cycle.s
  ```
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> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform endian.fdl
  core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [endian.elf]
armsystemsink: set address 2147483652
4K conversions take 41502 cycles
  Per conversion: 10 cycles
Total Cycles: 57746

- Endianess Conversion: ASIP design with single-argument instructions

> make
/usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -O3 -static \
  -o endian.elf \
  endian.c cycle.s

> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform endian.fdl
  core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [endian.elf]
4K conversions take 37401 cycles
  Per conversion: 9 cycles
Total Cycles: 57702

- Endianess Conversion: ASIP design with double-argument instruction

> make
/usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -O3 -static \
  -o endian.elf \
  endian.c cycle.s

> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform endian.fdl
  core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [endian.elf]
4K conversions take 29209 cycles
  Per conversion: 7 cycles
Total Cycles: 47459

A.3.5 Examples from Trivium Chapter

The C13-Trivium directory includes four examples, all of them based on the Trivium coprocessor. The first, trivium_hw, includes three different implementations of the Trivium design as a stand-alone module. The second, trivium_arm_sw, shows a reference implementation of Trivium in software, for ARM. The third,
trivium_arm_t32 demonstrates a memory-mapped coprocessor for ARM. The last one, trivium_arm_sfu shows a custom-instruction design of Trivium, emulated on an ARM. The following sequence of commands demonstrates their execution.

- **Trivium standalone module.** Use `make sim1`, `make sim2` or `make sim3` to run a 1 bit-per-cycle, 8-bit-per-cycle or 32-bit-per-cycle implementation. The output of the 32-bit-per-cycle simulation is shown below.

```
> make sim3
/opt/gezel/bin/fdlsim trivium32.fdl 50
39 11001100110011100111001110101111011101001000000 99bd7920
40 10011001101110101101101101010010001000 9a235a88
42 0001001001010001000011111111101001011111 1251fc9f
43 101011111111100010100110010101011010101 aff0a655
44 011111101100100011101110010011100 9a235a88
45 1011111111110101000010000100100010001000 7ec8ee4e
46 1000011010101011100110010100010000100101000 bdf42128
47 1000000000110111010100111001011111111010110 86dae608
48 010110001011011010111000010000100001000 1251fc9f
49 00010110111110101000100011110100 16fa88f4
```

- **Trivium reference implementation in software**

```
> make
/usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \
-O3 \
trivium.c cycle.s \
-o trivium
> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform trivium32.fdl
core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [trivium]
7b
75
ce
cc
...
51
12
key schedule cycles: 3810 stream cycles: 48815
Total Cycles: 81953
```

- **Trivium memory-mapped coprocessor**

```
> make
/usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \
```
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trivium.c cycle.s\  
-o trivium

> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform trivium32.fdl
core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [trivium]
armsystemsink: set address 2147483648
armsystemsink: set address 2147483656
ccce757b ccce757b 99bd7920 9a235a88 ... 
86dae608 806ea7eb 58aec102 16fa88f4 ... 
... c2cecf02 c18e5cbc 533dbb8f 4faf90ef ...
key schedule cycles: 435 stream cycles: 10524
Total Cycles: 269120

- Trivium custom-instruction design

> make
/usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \  
  trivium.c cycle.s\  
  -o trivium

> make sim
/opt/gezel/bin/gplatform triviumsfu.fdl
core myarm
armsystem: loading executable [trivium]
ccce757b 99bd7920 9a235a88 1251fc9f ... 
806ea7eb 58aec102 16fa88f4 c5c3aa3e ... 
key schedule cycles: 289 stream cycles: 8862
Total Cycles: 39219

A.3.6 Examples from AES Chapter

The C14_AES subdirectory includes the design of a memory-mapped coprocessor for ARM. The following sequence of commands demonstrates its execution.

- AES memory-mapped coprocessor

  > make
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static \  
    aes_coproc_armdriver.c \  
    -o aes_coproc_armdriver

  > make sim
  /opt/gezel/bin/gplatform aes_coproc_arm.fdl
  core myarm
  armsystem: loading executable [aes_coproc_armdriver]
armsystemsink: set address 2147483652
cycle 10164: set key0/1020305060708090a0b0c0d0e0f
cycle 10222: set text_in 0/112233445566778899aabbcc
ddeeff
cycle 10235: start encryption
cycle 10255: get text_out 69c4e0d86a7b0430d8cdb78070b4c55...
text_out 69c4e0d8 6a7b0430 d8cdb780 70b4c55a
Total Cycles: 15188

A.3.7 Examples from CORDIC Chapter

The C15_CORDIC subdirectory includes the design of an FSL-mapped CORDIC design. The FSL link is emulated on an ARM processor, as explained in Chap. 15. The following sequence of commands demonstrates its execution.

- CORDIC FSL-mapped accelerator
  ```
  > make
  /usr/local/arm/bin/arm-linux-gcc -static
  -O3 \
  cordic.c \ 
  -o cordic
  > make sim
  /opt/gezel/bin/gplatform cordic.fdl
  core arm1
  armsystem: loading executable [cordic]
  Checksum SW 55affcee FSL 55affcee
  Total Cycles: 23228
  ```
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